Televic Education

Make assessments
more efficient and
objective

assessmentQ

Get results with assessmentQ
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Greater efficiency and easy management
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More flexibility when organising exams
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Rapid insights into the ranking
of participants
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Scalability of the system
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Considerable time savings through
automation
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Support with reports and statistics
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Reliability and objectivity
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Greater satisfaction among students,
candidates, etc.

9

Cost savings

10 Verification and legal conformity

Faster and simpler measurement
of knowledge

assessmentQ, an all-in-one
solution for e-assessment

Evaluating, examining, certifying

assessmentQ enables 21st century assessments.
It supports the entire evaluation process, from
item and test creation, administration and
student management to test administration
and scoring and reporting.

Testing, assessing and certifying students or candidates is
an intensive task for educational institutes, governments,
professional federations or HR consultancies. It demands a
great deal of organisation and it is often time-consuming to
create and improve exams.
How can you deal with this in a cost-effective way,
even when you have large groups or participants that are
far away? How do you ensure that everyone is assessed
objectively and that everything is conducted in a
secure manner?

Televic Education has developed the advanced online learn,
practise, test and examin platform assessmentQ, which
allows you to do all of this easily yourself. The user-friendly
system allows you to:
» » create tests with various types of questions,

scores and test matrices
» » administer exams in a secure environment,

even remotely
» » automatically improve and publish scores

and send custom messages
» » evaluate results with clear statistics and reports
» » deliver certificates for stages taken successfully
» » manage groups, users and access codes

What is the impact on your organisation?
More objective examination, faster & automated
marking and high-quality measurement of knowledge.

Become an exam expert

Create

Create items & item bank
Prepare exams and
test matrices

Deliver

assessmentQ is developed in a way that allows you to create
and manage your own evaluations and exams. Our
trainers will turn your employees into exam experts. They
will then know everything about creating and managing
questions, publishing exams and setting options such as
scoring mechanisms.
assessmentQ contains lots of different question types,
which range from simple to complex questions, across
multiple domains. The questions range from languagerelated questions to medical questions, from use cases to
evaluations based on a photo or video, etc. You have infinite
possibilities to configure your exams.

Schedule exams

Take exams with a locked
down browser
Remote & with
proctoring

Report

assessmentQ is suitable for both summative and formative
testing and you can incorporate positive or negative
feedback if required. The system is capable of generating
exams from an item bank, based on the rules that you
determine.

Deliver
Automatic scores
& feedback
Analysis & Reports
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Make taking exams flexible & fun
Candidates and students can take their exams in a userfriendly manner, locally & remotely. The exams can take
on any computer with an internet connection, using any
browser, or even on mobile devices such as a tablet.

Certification

Possible question types:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Multiple choice
Multiple response
Information page
Fill gaps in text
Dropdown in text
Dropdown on background
Fill gaps on background
Multiple choice matrix
Drag and drop in columns
Drag and drop in text
Arrange vertically

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Crossword puzzle
Open question
Select text
Drag and drop image on background
Drag and drop text on background
Math
Translate
Upload file
Situational judgement
Balance
Journal

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Income statement
Income processing
Recording
Dialogue
Dictation
Split sentence

assessmentQ allows you to mark
exams automatically, even open
questions, which saves you a
substantial amount of time.
Reporting & insights
Gain greater insight and optimise your approach

Of course, security is an important priority. assessmentQ
can run in a secured environment with secured browsing.
It is simple to manage groups, users and access codes and
various workflows are possible to identify participants. Test
and score data is saved securely on the server side which
keeps the risk of fraud or loss to a minimum.
For providing remote exams, Televic Education works with
trusted proctoring partners. This means that students can
also take their exams at home or abroad, without any risk
of fraud.
Mark automatically and objectively
assessmentQ allows you to mark exams automatically, even
open questions, which saves you a substantial amount of time.
Exams can still be scored manually, and you can also overwrite
the scores. You retain control at each step of the way.
Your exams via assessmentQ comply with the statutory
right of inspection. All tests are saved so that they can be
replayed in the event of any disputes.

assessmentQ provides you with extensive features for
analysis and reporting. You can share the results with end
users using custom messages. However, in assessmentQ,
reporting goes far beyond this. Televic Education tracks and
logs of all exams behind the scenes. This means that you
can easily rank participants and interpret the scores in clear
statistics. In this way, you can improve course materials,
exams and tutors in a well-founded manner.
Higher return on exams
Televic Education offers assessmentQ as an online service so
you always have the latest version without any additional
IT-requirements. We take care of the back-up and security and
you can also count on us for in-depth advice and customised
training. We make sure that you fully utilise everything
assessmentQ has to offer for exams and that you gain the
maximum return on your investment.
assessmentQ meets standards such as OAuth and REST
which in conjunction with the extensive range of Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) enables seamless integration
with third-party applications such as Learning Management
Systems, HR applications and ERP systems.
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